
THE IMPLICATIONS OF A RELEASE UNDER THE
DOCTRINE OF RESPONDEAT SUPERIOR-

ARE THEY CONSISTENT WITH THE
DOCTRINE ITSELF?

MALLETTE V. TAYLOR & MARTIN, INC.

INTRODUCTION

The Nebraska Supreme Court recently considered the liability of
a servant after the release of the master in Mallette v. Taylor & Mar-
tin, Inc.' In Mallette, the court gave credence to the view that the
doctrine of respondeat superior is in reality a two-edged sword.2 On
one hand, it is an effective, necessary legal tool for the implementa-
tion of establishing accountability;3 on the other, it is a stumbling
block to equitable administration of the law.4 The problem resides in
the interpretations of the doctrine by various jurisdictions. 5

In its interpretation of the doctrine of respondeat superior, the
Nebraska Supreme Court in Mallette ruled that a valid release of a
master, although only secondarily liable, concomitantly releases the
servant.6 Thus, the plaintiffs, Tim and Donna Mallette, in exonerat-
ing the master of all blame, were held to have relinquished all re-
course against the servant, the major perpetrator. 7

The effect of the release appears to be inconsistent with the
premise upon which the original liability was based.8 The release of
liability in Mallette was based solely upon the doctrine of respondeat
superior.9 However, the effect of the release seems to be based not
upon that doctrine, but rather upon the theory of joint tort-feasors in
which all tort-feasors are equally and independently liable to the
plaintiff.10 This ambiguity may exist in part because in many cases
there is no distinction between joint tort-feasors and those liable only

1. 225 Neb. 385, 406 N.W.2d 107 (1987).
2. See infra notes 42-43, 146 and accompanying text.
3. See irkfra note 147 and accompanying text.
4. See infra notes 42-43 and accompanying text.
5. Dickey v. Meier, 188 Neb. 420, 423-24, 197 N.W.2d 385, 387 (1972). The court in

Dickey noted that when the doctrine of respondeat superior is at issue, there are many
cases which support a great variety of interpretations. Id. at 423, 197 N.W.2d at 387.
Further it notes that even though courts recognize the distinctions when joint tort-
feasors are involved, the courts generally don't follow the rules which apply to true
joint tort-feasors. Id.

6. Mallette, 225 Neb. at 389, 496 N.W.2d at 109.
7. Id. at 388, 406 N.W.2d at 108.
8. Id. at 392-93, 406 N.W.2d at 111-12 (Boslaugh, J., dissenting).
9. Id. at 390, 406 N.W.2d at 110.

10. Hamm v. Thompson, 143 Colo. 298, -, 353 P.2d 73, 75 (1960). In Hamm, the
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under respondeat superior." Thus, a dichotomy exists between the
interpretation and the intent of the doctrine of respondeat superior;
Mallette provides a perfect illustration of this dichotomy. 12

In Mallette, the Nebraska Supreme Court released a brokerage
firm, Taylor & Martin, Inc., from any and all liability to the people it
had wronged, Tim and Donna Mallette. 13 The reason that Taylor &
Martin was exonerated was because Tim and Donna Mallette had re-
leased Clifford Dean Vanderlinde and Cathy Vanderlinde, the people
whom Taylor & Martin were representing. 14 Although Taylor &
Martin was solely responsible for the wrong, the Nebraska Supreme
Court followed the majority rule which had been announced in Er-
icksen v. Pearson.i5 This rule provides that a valid release of either
of the parties to the master-servant relationship releases the other.16

Thus, the majority followed Ericksen and interpreted the release of
the Vanderlindes to also release Taylor & Martin. 17 Judge Boslaugh
dissented asserting that the Ericksen rule was not applicable to
Mallettes.18

This Note initially reviews the decision of the Nebraska Supreme
Court in Mallette.'9 Following this review, this Note examines prior
decisions in Nebraska and other jurisdictions, as well as the majority
and minority views which have developed from these decisions.20 Fi-
nally, this Note determines whether the decision in Mallette was
correct.21

FACTS AND HOLDING

In Mallette v. Taylor & Martin, Inc., Clifford Dean Vanderlinde
and Cathy Vanderlinde, owners of a certain parcel of land in Ne-
braska, secured Taylor & Martin, Inc. to act as their broker in the
sale of this real estate.22 Taylor & Martin, acting in this capacity,

court stated that applying joint tort-feasor principles to a master-servant relationship
in effect allows the sole wrongdoer to completely escape liability. Id.

11. Dickey, 188 Neb. at 423-24, 197 N.W.2d at 387.
12. See infra notes 142-45 and accompanying text.
13. Mallette, 225 Neb. at 390, 406 N.W.2d at 110.
14. Id.
15. Id.
16. See infra notes 114-20 and accompanying text.
17. Mallette, 225 Neb. at 390, 406 N.W.2d at 110.
18. Id. at 392, 406 N.W.2d at 111 (Boslaugh, J., dissenting). Judge Boslaugh calls

the rule "illogical" where a third party's release of the principal is at issue. Id. It
should not be applicable to such a situation. Id.

19. See infra notes 22-51 and accompanying text.
20. See infra notes 52-126 and accompanying text.
21. See intfra notes 127-61 and accompanying text.
22. Mallette v. Taylor & Martin, Inc., 225 Neb. 385, 386, 406 N.W.2d 107, 108

(1987).
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solicited a down payment in the sum of $80,000.00 from Tim and
Donna Mallette.2 3 After Taylor & Martin received the purchase
price from the Mallettes, the Mallettes alleged that Taylor & Martin
had made certain fraudulent misrepresentations in order to induce
them to purchase the property.24 Subsequently, the Vanderlindes
and the Mallettes mutually agreed to rescind the contract and release
each other "'severally and jointly of any and all claims known or un-
known, liquidated or unliquidated, and whether arising in tort or
contract.' "25 As a result, Taylor & Martin returned $52,262.50, the
difference between the $80,000 down payment and the $27,737.50
commission.2 6 The retention of the commission provided the basis
for the Mallettes' action against Taylor & Martin.2 7

The Mallettes alleged that "Taylor & Martin 'was party to a real
estate listing agreement with Clifford Dean Vanderlinde and Cathy
Vanderlinde by the terms of which [Taylor & Martin] agreed to use
its efforts to sell the Vanderlinde property located in Cherry County,
Nebraska.' ",28 In this capacity, it was further alleged that "'Taylor &
Martin made certain representations which were untrue and which
were made with the intent to deceive Mallettes and induce them to
make an offer to purchase the real estate.' "29 The alleged misrepre-
sentations led to the rescinding of the contract between the Vander-
lindes and Mallettes.3 0

The District Court for Douglas County, Nebraska, found that the
release executed by the Mallettes to the Vanderlindes did not release
Taylor & Martin from liability.31 Thus, Taylor & Martin was held li-
able since the release only pertained to the Vanderlindes and did not
operate to release Taylor & Martin.3 2 The jury therefore entered a
verdict in the sum of $32,053.5033 for the Mallettes.34 Taylor & Mar-
tin subsequently appealed and alleged that the trial court erred in
"failing to find that the release executed by Mallettes to Vander-

23. Id.
24. Id. The opinion states that Taylor & Martin made "certain representations

which were untrue" and that these were made with the purpose of inducing the Mal-
lettes to make an offer to purchase the Vanderlinde property. Id.

25. Id. at 387, 406 N.W.2d at 108.
26. Id. at 387, 390, 406 N.W.2d at 108, 110.
27. Id. at 386-87, 406 N.W.2d at 108.
28. Id. at 386, 406 N.W.2d at 108.
29. Id.
30. See supra notes 25-26 and accompanying text.
31. Mallette, 225 Neb. at 387-88, 406 N.W.2d at 108.
32. Id.
33. The amount of $32,053.50 was a result of the $27,737.50 in commission plus

other fees expended by the Mallettes including legal fees, travel expenses, and rental
fees that were overpaid to the Vanderlindes. Id. at 386-87.

34. Id. at 386, 406 N.W.2d at 107.
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lindes likewise released Taylor & Martin from any liability to
Mallettes."

35

On appeal, the Nebraska Supreme Court reversed the district
court and noted that the "release of an agent by a third party also
releases the principal. '3 6 The Court further considered the reverse
situation, namely, "'whether the release of the principal also releases
the agent where the action is predicated upon negligence and the lia-
bility of the principal arises under the respondeat superior doc-
trine,'" as had been decided in Ericksen v. Pearson.3 7 In reviewing
the issue, the court relied heavily on the rule announced in Ericksen,
which states that "'a valid release of either master or servant from
liability for tort operates to release the other where liability is based
upon the doctrine of respondeat superior.' "38 Relying on the Erick-
sen rationale, the court therefore found that the release given by the
Mallettes to the Vanderlindes similarly released Taylor & Martin
from any liability to the Mallettes.39

Three judges dissented in Mallette.40 Judge Boslaugh, writing
the dissent, asserted that the rule used in Ericksen should not be ap-
plied in Mallette.41 He maintained that cases which the majority
cited as support for the rule announced in Ericksen do not furnish
very strong support for the rule since they either did not take into
account the effect of releasing the principal or did not even support
the premise for which they were cited.42 Thus, the dissent deter-
mined the majority had taken the support for its decision out of con-
text and consequently "the rule expressed in Ericksen v. Pearson is
illogical and should not provide the basis for the decision in this
case."

43

In support of his dissent, Judge Boslaugh noted that Dickey v.
Meier44 was cited by the majority in reliance on the Ericksen rule.45

But, the court in Dickey ruled that a validly executed release of the

35. Id. at 388, 406 N.W.2d at 108.
36. Id. at 389, 406 N.W.2d at 109.
37, Id. (quoting Ericksen v. Pearson, 211 Neb. 466, 476-77, 319 N.W.2d 76, 81-82

(1982)).
38. Mallette, 225 Neb. at 390, 406 N.W.2d at 110 (quoting Ericksen v. Pearson, 211

Neb. 466, 479, 319 N.W.2d 76, 82 (1982)).
39. Id. at 388, 406 N.W.2d at 108.
40. Id. at 392, 395, 406 N.W.2d at 111-12 (Boslaugh, J., dissenting). Judge Boslaugh

wrote the dissenting opinion, joined by Judges Hastings and Grant. Id. at 395, 406
N.W.2d at 112.

41. Id. at 392, 406 N.W.2d at 111 (Boslaugh, J., dissenting). See infra note 18 and
accompanying text.

42. Mallette, 225 Neb. at 394, 406 N.W.2d at 112 (Boslaugh, J., dissenting).
43. Id.
44. 188 Neb. 420, 197 N.W.2d 385 (1972).
45. Mallette, 225 Neb. at 393, 406 N.W.2d at 111 (Boslaugh, J., dissenting).
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employee or the agent releases the employer or the principal from li-
ability in a situation where the tort action is based solely on the al-
leged negligence of the employee or agent.46 Judge Boslaugh pointed
out that this view:

[D]oes not suggest that the release of the principal alleged to
be liable exclusively on the theory of respondeat superior
should serve to release the agent, regardless of the parties'
intention.... Instead, the decision.., suggests that the re-
lease of the primarily liable agent should serve to release the
secondarily liable principal, because the latter's liability is
merely vicarious. Such considerations are not involved
where the person who is secondarily liable is released. 47

The dissent also determined that the policy considerations of the
Ericksen rule were irrelevant in Mallette.48 The original policy con-
sideration which justified the Ericksen rule was the desire to prevent
the injured party from unjust enrichment. 49 However, Judge Bos-
laugh noted that in Mallette, no such considerations were present.5°

Thus, Judge Boslaugh distinguished the Ericksen rule and arrived at
a conclusion opposite to that of the majority.5 1

BACKGROUND

The rule followed in Mallette v. Taylor & Martin, Inc. and its
predecessors, stating that the release of either the master or the ser-
vant in a situation when liability is based upon respondeat superior
releases the other, has long been the majority view.52 Although spe-
cific statutes may modify or replace the majority rule, jurisdictions
lacking such statutes, like Nebraska, often follow the majority
view.53 But, there is an increasing number of jurisdictions which re-
fuse to extend to the servant the effects of a release given to the
master when liability to the master is based solely on respondeat su-
perior.54 The divergence of opinion is becoming more pronounced

46. Id.
47. Id. at 393-94, 406 N.W.2d at 112 (Boslaugh, J., dissenting) (citations omitted).
48. See inkfra notes 49-50 and accompanying text.
49. Mallette, 225 Neb. at 392, 406 N.W.2d at 111 (Boslaugh, J., dissenting).
50. Id. at 394, 406 N.W.2d at 112 (Boslaugh, J., dissenting). Judge Boslaugh stated:

"it can hardly be said that those considerations are present in the case at bar." Id.
51. Id. at 395, 406 N.W.2d at 112 (Boslaugh, J., dissenting).
52. See Chapin v. Chicago & E.I.R., 18 Ill. App. Ct. 47, 50 (1885). This case illus-

trates that the general rule existed in 1885 - if not earlier. In deciding the issue of
whether the release of one party releases the other, the court stated that the doctrine
wherein a release executed to one joint tort-feasor released the other was an "ancient"
one. Id. Further, the court held that a release of one in a master-servant relationship
released the other. Id.

53. Ericksen v. Pearson, 211 Neb. 466, 478, 319 N.W.2d 76, 82 (1982).
54. Hill v. McDonald, 442 A.2d 133, 138 n.5 (D.C. 1982).
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and the underlying principles of each side should therefore be closely
scrutinized.55

To fully understand the implications involved, a brief review of
the respondeat superior doctrine and its distinction from joint-tort-
feasor liability is helpful.5 Under the doctrine of respondeat supe-
rior the liability of the servant to the injured third party is imputed
to the master.57 Thus, the master, even though not originally liable
to the injured third party, is held liable as a result of the master-ser-
vant relationship.5 8 This should be distinguished from joint tort-fea-
sor liability. This distinction was clearly made in Granquist v.
Crystal Springs Lumber Co.59 In Granquist the court stated:

The term 'joint tort feasors' means that two or more persons
are the joint actors, either by omission or commission, in the
wrongful production of an injury to a third person. There
the act or omission of each is his own act or omission, but
the acts or omissions are concurrent in, or contribute to, the
production of the wrongful injury, so that each actor is, on
his own account, liable for the resulting damages. But when
the liability of a principal for the tort of an agent, or that of
a master for the wrong of a servant, has grown out of a tort
in which the agent or servant is the sole actor, whence the
liability of the principal or master is an imputed or construc-
tive liability and has its sole basis in the doctrine of respon-
deat superior and in nothing else, the liability is joint and
several, but they are not joint tort feasors.60

This distinction between respondeat superior liability and joint tort-
feasor liability should be considered when determining whether the
release of one releases the other.61

THE MAJORITY RULE

The rationale of the majority rule is based primarily upon either
of two main principles.6 2 First, the damage incurred to the third
party is considered to be entire, and not severable, and therefore
there is only a single injury for which damages can be recovered.6 3

55. Id.
56. See infra notes 57-60 and accompanying text.
57. W. PROSSER & P. KEETON, LAW OF TORTS § 499 (5th ed. 1984).
58. Id. Prosser noted in an example in which A, is the negligent servant-em-

ployee of the master, B: "A is negligent, B is not. 'Imputed' negligence means that, by
reason of some relationship existing between A and B, the negligence of A is to be
charged against B, although B has played no part in it." Id.

59. 190 Miss. 572, 1 So. 2d 216 (1941).
60. Id. at 574, 1 So. 2d at 218 (emphasis supplied).
61. See infra notes 62-126 and accompanying text.
62. See infra notes 63-64 and accompanying text.
63. Ericksen, 211 Neb. at 476, 319 N.W.2d at 81.
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Secondly, the injured third party can be compensated only once for
injuries sustained.64 Thus, in allowing for recovery only once, the
view appears to prevent unjust enrichment.65 The majority rule also
announces circuity of action as a procedural concern.66 The rationale
is that by not giving effect to the release to both the master and ser-
vant, two or more actions might be necessary in order to adjust the
rights of all parties concerned. 67 Giving effect to both, on the other
hand, allows this adjustment of rights to be accomplished in a single
suit.

6 s

The main principles of the majority rule are illustrated in Dickey
v. Meier.6 9 Charles A. Dickey was injured in an automobile accident
when Matthew Meier, the employee-agent of Katherine Meier,
backed his pickup into another vehicle and pinned Dickey between
the two vehicles. 70 Subsequently, Dickey released Matthew Meier
from liability for valuable consideration but reserved his claims
against Katherine Meier.71 The court held that even with the reser-
vation of rights, the release of Matthew Meier, the agent, also re-
leased Katherine Meier, the principal. 72 In finding that Dickey had
no cause of action the Nebraska Supreme Court stated:

Consideration of the many and divergent legal principles and
the practical problems in multiplicity of litigation and in de-
termining whether satisfaction was full or only partial, all
lead us to the view adopted by most courts which have con-
sidered the issue.... We hold that in a tort action based ex-
clusively on the alleged negligence of an employee or agent,
a valid release of the employee-agent releases the employer
or principal from liability, even though the release specifi-
cally reserves all claims against the employer-principal. 73

The concerns of the majority rule are also illustrated in the New

64. Id.
65. Clark v. Brooks, 377 A.2d 365, 369-70 (Del. Super. Ct. 1977), qff'd sub noma.

Blackshear v. Clark, 391 A.2d 747 (Del. 1978). This case discussed the prevention of
unjust enrichment as an important rationale for the majority rule. The court in Clark
also pointed to W. PROSSER & P. KEETON, LAW OF TORTS §§ 301-05 for a discussion of

"the fallacy of this unjust enrichment argument as a basis for extending the benefit of
a release to those who were not specifically intended to be benefitted by the release."
Id.

66. Gavin v. Malherbe, 146 Misc. 51, 54, 261 N.Y.S. 373, 376 (Sup. Ct. 1932), aff'd,
240 A.D. 779, 266 N.Y.S. 897 (App. Div. 1933), off'd, 264 N.Y. 403, 191 N.E. 486 (1934).
See infra notes 80-81 and accompanying text.

67. BLACK's LAW DICTIONARY 220 (5th ed. 1979).
68. Id.
69. Dickey v. Meier, 188 Neb. 420, 197 N.W.2d 385 (1972).
70. Id. at 420, 197 N.W.2d at 386.
71. Id. at 421, 197 N.W.2d at 386.
72. Id. at 424, 197 N.W.2d at 388.
73. Id. at 424, 197 N.W.2d at 387-88 (citations omitted).
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York case of Gavin v. Malherbe.74 The plaintiff, Cathryn Gavin, and
her children were injured, and one of her sons killed, in an automo-
bile collision with the co-defendant Joseph Schwasnick, Jr.75

Schwasnick was an employee of the other defendant, Eugene Mal-
herbe, and was driving Malherbe's car.

7 6 Cathryn Gavin filed com-
plaints against Schwasnick and Malherbe. 77 Subsequently, Gavin, for
valuable considerations, executed several releases without reserving
any rights against Malherbe. 78 In considering whether Gavin's re-
lease to Malherbe, the principal, also released Schwasnick, the agent,
the court stated:

The tort committed by the servant is the same tort for which
the master is liable under the doctrine of imputed negli-
gence. Damages recovered for such a tort are entire and not
severable. The servant is liable to his master for damages
which the master has been compelled to pay to third persons
because of the negligent or other wrongful act of the ser-
vant, where the master is not himself at fault .... For the
above reasons it has been held that, despite the fact the
master and servant are not joint tort feasors, a release to one
discharges the other.79

The opinion also announced that the rule that a release of either
the master or servant also releases the other acts as a protection
against unjust enrichment since "[i]f that were not the case we might
have a situation where a party would settle with the master, then sue
and recover against the servant, who would then be liable in a suit
brought against him by the master, thus forcing him to pay twice for
the one wrong."80 Not only would this scenario allow unjust enrich-
ment, it would also encourage circuity of action and extensive litiga-
tion since the injured third party might then sue someone else, settle
with that person, and continue suing everyone else thus recovering
from each as if the others had not paid anything.8 1 The Gavin court
felt that this would open a door for unmeritous litigation.8 2

74. 146 Misc. 51, 261 N.Y.S. 373 (Sup. Ct. 1932), aff'd, 240 A.D. 779, 266 N.Y.S. 897
(App. Div. 1933), cff'd, 264 N.Y. 403, 191 N.E. 486 (1934).

75. Id. at 52, 261 N.Y.S. at 374.
76. Id.
77. Id.
78. Id.
79. Id. at 54, 261 N.Y.S. at 375-76 (citations omitted).
80. Id. at 54, 261 N.Y.S. at 376.
81. Id. at 55, 261 N.Y.S. at 376.
82. Id. In the words of the Gavin court, "[a] door would thus be opened for a

class of speculations that do not deserve encouragement." Id. The court reasoned that
this provided a sound basis for allowing the release to apply to all parties concerned.
Id.

[VCol. 22
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THE MINORITY RuLE

The minority rule distinguishes between which party is released
when deciding whether to extend the effects of the release to the
other.8 3 When the servant is concerned, the release of the servant or
agent automatically releases the master or principal if liability is
based upon respondeat superior.84 The rationale in this instance is
based on the theory that the "exoneration of the servant or agent,
the actual wrongdoer whose liability is primary, removes the founda-
tion upon which to impute negligence to the master or principal,
whose liability is purely derivative and vicarious. '8 5

When the master is concerned, however, the release of a master
or principal does not also serve to release the servant or agent who is
primarily liable.s8 Three strong reasons underlie this rule. First, a
release or settlement with the master or principal does not in any
way establish the liability of the servant or agent.8 7 A second reason
is the fact that the servant or agent is the actual wrongdoer and is
primarily liable while the master or principal is only secondarily or
vicariously liable.8 8 Finally, the rationale is based upon the common-
law principle that the master or principal is entitled to indemnifica-
tion from his servant or agent for damages he must pay to a third
person because of injuries resulting from his servant or agent.8 9

Another characteristic of the minority rule is that it recognizes
the difference between joint tort-feasor liability and respondeat supe-
rior liability.9° This difference was pointed out in Granquist v. Crys-
tal Springs Lumber Co.91 In Granquist, L.A. Granquist brought suit
against Thorpe A. Huntington for injuries she had received in an au-
tomobile accident.92 The trial resulted in a jury verdict for Granquist
in the sum of $500.00.93 Knowing that Huntington was in the employ
of Crystal Springs Lumber, Granquist did not collect her judgment

83. See iykfra notes 85-89 and accompanying text.
84. Losito v. Kruse, 136 Ohio St. 183, 188, 24 N.E.2d 705, 707 (1940). The court

stated that "[a] settlement with and release of the servant will exonerate the master."
Id. If this were not so, the master would not be able to be reimbursed from the ser-
vant if the claim could then be enforced against the master. Id.

85. Annotation, Release of (or Covenant Not to Sue) Master or Principal as Affect-
ing Liability of Servant or Agent for Tort, or Vice Versa, 92 A.L.R.2d 533, 537 (1963).

86. Losito, 136 Ohio St. at 188, 24 N.E.2d at 707.
87. Id.
88. Harem v. Thompson, 143 Colo. 298, -, 353 P.2d 73, 75 (1960).
89. Id. at -, 353 P.2d at 74. Common-law allows the master the right of indemni-

fication from his servant for damages the master must pay on behalf of his servant. Id.
at 74-75.

90. Id. at -, 353 P.2d at 75.
91. 190 Miss. 572, 1 So. 2d 216 (1941).
92. Id. at -, 1 So. 2d at 216.
93. Id. at -, 1 So. 2d at 217.
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against Huntington but instead brought suit against the employer.94

Noting that Crystal Springs Lumber was liable only under the doc-
trine of respondeat superior and not as joint tort-feasor, the Supreme
Court of Mississippi found that the prior judgment barred suit
against the employer. 95

An increasing number of jurisdictions also support the minority
rule.96 Two leading cases, Losito v. Kruse 97 and Clark v. Brooks,98

addressed the principles involved and the reasoning behind the mi-
nority view.99

In Losito, Louis Losito was injured while riding in an automobile
operated by the defendant, Arthur Kruse, Jr.x0 0 At the time of the
accident, Kruse was an agent of Schaefer Body, Inc. ("Schaefer"). 10 1

In consideration of $225.00, Losito released Schaefer from liability
through a covenant not to sue but reserved his right to prosecute his
claim against Kruse.10 2 The Ohio Supreme Court held that the re-
lease to the master, Schaefer, did not also release the servant
Kruse.10 3 Addressing the issue as to whether the partial settlement
affected Losito's right to sue Kruse, the Ohio Supreme Court stated
that such liability is not affected in any way by a settlement with the
master.10 4 Further, the settlement with the master does not establish
any liability of the defendant servant to the plaintiff.10 5 Hence, the
court did not allow the release of the master to also release the
servant.106

The plaintiff in Clark, Elena Clark, asserted a personal injury
claim against Dr. Thomas E. Brooks, among others.10 7 Clark subse-
quently reached a settlement with Dr. Brooks' employer, Wilmington
Medical Center, and executed a release from liability 0 8 As was the
case in Losito, the Delware Supreme Court found that the release of
the employer, who was only secondarily liable, did not release the
employee who was primarily liable.10 9 Looking at the relationship

94. Id.
95. Id.
96. See infra notes 97-98 and accompanying text.
97. 136 Ohio St. 183, 24 N.E.2d 705 (1940).
98. 377 A.2d 365 (Del. Super. Ct. 1977), aff'd sub nom. Blackshear v. Clark, 391

A.2d 747 (Del. 1978).
99. See infra notes 100-11 and accompanying text.

100. Losito, 136 Ohio St. at 183-84, 24 N.E.2d at 705.
101. Id. at 184, 24 N.E.2d at 705.
102. Id. at 184, 24 N.E.2d at 705-06.
103. Id. at 190, 24 N.E.2d at 708.
104. Id. at 188, 24 N.E.2d at 707.
105. Id.
106. Id. at 190, 24 N.E.2d at 708.
107. Clark, 377 A.2d at 367-68.
108. Id. at 368.
109. Id. at 373.
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between the employer and the employee and the principles of indem-
nification, the court reasoned that a release of the employee should
release the employer but stated that the converse does not necessar-
ily apply.1 10 It therefore held that the release of a secondarily-liable
master does not also release the servant, who is primarily liable.'

NEBRASKA

At the time of Mallette, there existed few Nebraska cases dis-
cussing the effect on the liability of a servant by releasing the
master." 2 The relevant Nebraska decisions essentially consisted of
Dickey, a case previously discussed in this Note," 3 and Ericksen v.
Pearson,n 4 the leading Nebraska case in this area prior to
Mallette.

i i5

In Ericksen, James Ericksen had requested a fire insurance pol-
icy in the sum of $80,000.00.116 His agent, A.R. Berry, agreed, but
only provided a policy in the amount of $25,000.00, unknown to Er-
icksen." 7 Subsequently, a fire occurred, and Ericksen sued the insur-
ance company and the agent when they refused to cover the entire
$80,000 amount." 8 Ericksen later settled with the insurance com-
pany and released it from all further claims." 9 The Nebraska
Supreme Court held that this release to the insurance company also
released the agent, Berry. In making their decision, the Nebraska
Supreme Court relied on several policy considerations announced in
Dickey. 120 The court also noted the reasons for the majority rule:
"[t]he decisions so holding usually do so upon the theory that the
damages recoverable for the tort are entire and not severable, or the
theory that the injured person is entitled to receive but one compen-

110. Id. at 371. The court stated: "[h]owever, rationally the converse does not ap-
ply." Id.

111. Id.
112. Ericksen, 211 Neb. at 476, 319 N.W.2d at 81. Ericksen, a 1982 Nebraska case,

was one of first impression.
113. See supra notes 59-73 and accompanying text.
114. 211 Neb. 466, 319 N.W.2d 76 (1982).
115. Mallette, 225 Neb. at 388, 406 N.W.2d at 109.
116. Ericksen, 211 Neb. at 468, 319 N.W.2d at 77. James Ericksen was previously

covered by a policy of $25,000. Id. Unhappy with that, he requested his agent, A.R.
Berry apply for an $80,000 policy. Id. His agent agreed. Id.

117. Id. at 468, 319 N.W.2d at 78.
118. Id.
119. Id. Ericksen settled with the insurance company for $25,000, the face amount

of the policy.
120. Id. at 477-78, 319 N.W.2d at 82. Noted as policy considerations were: (1) the

many and divergent legal principles; and (2) practical problems concerning multiplicity
of litigation. Id.
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sation for his injury. '12 1

There are no Nebraska statutes applicable to the issue of a re-
lease under the doctrine of respondeat superior 122 and Nebraska case
law is sparse.123 In addition, as noted in Ericksen, the question appli-
cable, whether the release of a master only secondarily liable con-
comitantly releases the servant who is primarily liable, is relatively
new.124

Presently, a growing number of jurisdictions are following the
reasoning of the minority rule.125 Thus, the question remains
whether the Nebraska Supreme Court was correct in following the
majority rule.126 The following analysis suggests that the minority
rule should have been followed in Mallette.127

ANALYSIS

The Nebraska Supreme Court in Mallette v. Taylor & Martin,
Inc.'28 followed the majority rule as articulated in Ericksen v. Pear-
son.129 The majority rule releases the servant following the release of
the master.130 However, in examining the supporting principles of
the minority and majority rule, the minority rule is applicable to the
facts of Mallette while the majority rule is inappropriate. 131

The principles of the majority rule seem correct when the princi-
pal and the agent are independently liable since each would be di-
rectly liable to the injured third party.132 For example, if each
person lit a match to the third party's barn, each would be indepen-
dently liable to the third party. But, since the damage done is consid-
ered entire and not severable, there is only one injury (the burning
down of the barn) for which compensation can be recovered. 133

Thus, it logically follows that the third party cannot recover the
value of one barn from each of the tortfeasors because the third
party would be unjustly enriched by receiving more than deserved. 3 4

Are these principles equally correct when there is no independ-

121. Id. at 476, 319 N.W.2d at 81 (quoting 53 AM. JUR. 2d Master and Servant § 408
(1970)).

122. See supra note 53 and accompanying text.
123. See supra notes 112-14 and accompanying text.
124. See supra note 112.
125. See supra note 54 and accompanying text.
126. See supra notes 40-51 and accompanying text.
127. See infra notes 127-61 and accompanying text.
128. 225 Neb. 385, 406 N.W.2d 107 (1987).
129. See upra note 38 and accompanying text.
130. See upra note 80 and accompanying text.
131. See supra notes 40-42 and accompanying text.
132. See supra notes 62-64 and accompanying text.
133. See supra note 63 and accompanying text.
134. See supra note 65 and accompanying text.
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ent liability and the liability is merely a creation of the master-ser-
vant relationship? In other words, would it be equally correct in the
barn-burning case to say that the employer is independently liable to
the injured third party when its employee burns down the barn with
no involvement from the employer at all? The point to be made con-
cerning the majority rule is that, although the majority rule is under
the guise of the theory of respondeat superior, its principles are more
applicable under the theory of joint tort-feasors in which all are
equally responsible for the tort. 3 5 The supporting principles of the
minority view, on the other hand, appear to be more squarely based
upon the doctrine of respondeat superior rather than that of joint
tort-feasors.'3 6 The correct distinction between these two theories is
crucial and its implications can be critical as illustrated by the Mal-
lette case. 137

The dissent in Mallette advocated the use of the minority rule.138

Judge Boslaugh's dissent provides an excellent insight into the prin-
ciples of the above rules involved.139 He disagreed with the ruling
and even went so far as to state that "[t]he [majority] rule is illogical
in the context of a third party's release of the principal, and should
not be applied in this case.' 140 In supporting this statement Judge
Boslaugh pinpointed the fallacious nature of the problem, stating:

Certainly, as a matter of logic, it is hard to see how a princi-
pal could still be held vicariously liable after the release of
its agent, the only real wrongdoer. But, the converse is not
at all obvious. It is thus that a growing minority of courts
hold that the release of a principal does not bar suit against
the agent for the underlying tort unless the release is so
intended.

14 1

There is no evidence in the Mallette case that a release of the
agent was so intended.142 In fact, Mallette's intention appears to be
quite the opposite and the only reason that the release was given
such effect was the fact that Taylor & Martin was deemed liable as
the servant under the doctrine of respondeat superior. 143 The fact
that Taylor & Martin were independently liable to the Mallettes does

135. See infra notes 154-58 and accompanying text.
136. See supra note 65 and accompanying text.
137. See supra notes 40-51 and accompanying text.
138. See supra note 42, 51 and accompanying text.
139. See infra notes 139.40 and accompanying text.
140. Mallette, 225 Neb. at 392, 406 N.W.2d at 111 (Boslaugh, J., dissenting).
141. Mallette, 225 Neb. at 392, 406 N.W.2d at 111 (Boslaugh, J., dissenting) (quoting

Hill v. McDonald, 442 A.2d 133, 138 n.5 (D.C. 1982)).
142. Id. at 388, 406 N.W.2d at 108-09.
143. Id. at 392, 406 N.W.2d at 111 (Boslaugh, J., dissenting).
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not seem to have been taken into account.144 The Mallette majority's
interpretation of the doctrine of respondeat superior in regard to a
release of a secondarily-liable principal appears unsound.145 A more
sensible interpretation of the doctrine was pronounced by the Dela-
ware Supreme Court in C7ark v. Brooks:146

Since the liability of the employer in such cases is dependent
upon at least a showing of tort on the part of the employee,
it is understandable that some courts have held that where
no liability exists on the part of the employee there cannot
be liability on the part of the employer and hence they have
extended this reasoning to apply to a release of the em-
ployee's liability by the injured person. However, rationally
the converse does not apply. The employee's liability for his
own negligence is not dependent on negligence of the em-
ployer nor is the employee entitled to reimbursement by the
employer. The ability to sue the employee who committed
the tort is not contingent on the ability to sue the employer.
Based upon the relationship of the parties no justification
exists for extending nonliability of the employer to benefit
the employee unless that benefit was created by contract in-
tended to benefit the employee. Hence, the liability of the
negligent employee should not be affected by a transaction
between the injured party and the employer unless the par-
ties intended the benefit to extend to the employee. The re-
sult should not, of course, permit dual recovery by the
injured person. 147

The Clark court defined liability based upon respondeat superior and
illustrated that the automatic release of a servant, who is primarily
liable, by a release of the principal, who is only vicariously liable, is
not rational. 148

A second flaw in the majority's interpretation of a release of lia-
bility is that it treats both the master and servant as joint tort-feasors
rather than establishing independent liability.149 Treating master
and servant as joint tort-feasors by the courts may be rooted in the
procedural aspect of cases involving respondeat superior liability.'i s

Like joint tort-feasor cases, both the master and servant may be sued
in a single action. 151 The courts have been careful to establish that

144. Id. at 390, 406 N.W.2d at 110.
145. See supra note 139.
146. 377 A.2d 365 (Del. Super. Ct. 1977), aff'd sub nom. Blackshear v. Clark, 391

A.2d 747 (Del. 1978).
147. Id. at 371-72.
148. Id. "However, rationally the converse does not apply." Id.
149. See infra notes 149-52 and accompanying text.
150. Losito, 136 Ohio St. at 187, 24 N.E.2d at 707.
151. Haem v. Thompson, 143 Colo. 298, -, 353 P.2d 73, 75 (1960).
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those being sued in a single action under respondeat superior are not
joint tort-feasors. 152 Yet, in most of these cases, the majority rule is
blindly followed without considering the relationship between the
parties.

153

Why this distinction is so difficult to make is puzzling.154 An ex-
cellent example of the difference between joint tort-feasor liability
and respondeat superior liability was made as far back as 1941 in
Granquist v. Crystal Springs Lumber Co.l55  In Granquist, the
Supreme Court of Mississippi noted that joint tort-feasors are two or
more people who act to injure a third party.'- 6 Thus, each person is
liable to the injured third party.15 7 But, respondeat superior liability
is different. In this case, the liability of the master is merely a con-
structive liability, the result of the liability of the servant.15 8 Such
constructive liability has its sole basis in the respondeat superior doc-
trine and hence, the master and servant are not joint tort-feasors. 159

It seems that the courts could circumvent these problems of dis-
tinguishing joint tort-feasors liability and respondeat superior liabil-
ity by employing a simple, logical two-step approach. 160 First, the
court could determine whether under the doctrine of respondeat su-
perior the parties to the master-servant or principal-agent relation-
ship are actually joint tort-feasors. 161 If the parties are joint tort-
feasors, then they should be treated as such. If not, the second step
would be to follow the doctrine of respondeat superior to its com-
plete, logical end and not release the servant in a situation when the
master has been released. 162

The concerns of the majority rule are inapplicable to the Mallette
decision. 163 The main substantive concern of the majority rule, that
the injured third party will be unjustly enriched by being allowed to
sue the servant after releasing the master, is unfounded.164 In fact, it
appears that the one unjustly enriched in such a case is the actual

152. Id.
153. Clark, 377 A.2d at 369.
154. Mallette, 225 Neb. at 392-93, 406 N.W.2d at 111 (Boslaugh, J., dissenting).
155. 190 Miss. 572, 1 So. 2d 216 (1941).
156. Id. at 574, 1 So. 2d at 218.
157. Id.
158. Id.
159. Id.
160. Annotation, Release of (or Covenant Not to Sue) Master or Principal as Affect-

ing Liability of Servant or Agent for Tort, or Vice Versa, 92 A.L.R.2d 533, 536-37
(1963).

161. Id.
162. See supra notes 83-111 and accompanying text.
163. See supra notes 128-61 and accompanying text.
164. See supra notes 48-50 and accompanying text.
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wrongdoer, the agent in Mallette.165 In Mallette, would the Mallettes,
the injured third party, have been unjustly enriched by receiving the
$27,737.50 back? It seems that they would merely be placed in the
same situation they were in before the whole ordeal.16 Taylor &
Martin, the actual wrongdoers, appear to be the ones unjustly en-
riched. 167 The procedural concerns of the majority rule similarly
seem to be unfounded. 168 Also, there would be no circuity of action if
indemnity is allowed.169

CONCLUSION

Mallette v. Taylor & Martin, Inc. 170 was incorrectly decided upon
the theory of joint tort-feasors. Rather, it should have been decided
in accordance with principles applicable to the doctrine of respondeat
superior.17 1 Thus, the dissent is correct in asserting that the Ericksen
v. Pearson rule does not apply and should not have been used.172

Had the Ericksen rule not been applied, Taylor & Martin would have
been required to return the commission. This would have provided
for a more equitable result.

Lisa K. Dieter-'90

165. See supra notes 23-26 and accompanying text.
166. Mallette, 225 Neb. at 394, 406 N.W.2d at 111 (Boslaugh, J., dissenting).
167. Id.
168. See supra notes 165-66 and accompanying text.
169. See supra notes 65-66 and accompanying text.
170. 225 Neb. 385, 406 N.W.2d 107 (1987).
171. See supra notes 127-68 and accompanying text.
172. See supra notes 127-68 and accompanying text.
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